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Sedimentation from river plumes: Configuration

Hypopycnal river plumes: 

density of the river (fresh water + sediment) < density of ocean (water + salinity)

→ river outflow propagates along the ocean surface

• focus on the downstream density stratification



Sedimentation from river plumes: Double-diffusion

Base density profile:

consider local downward perturbation of 

fluid element across opposing gradients



Sedimentation from river plumes: Double-diffusion

Base density profile:

salinity diffuses inward more rapidly 

than particles diffuse outward



Sedimentation from river plumes: Double-diffusion

Base density profile:

→  fluid element will continue to sink

• potential for double-diffusive instability



Sedimentation from river plumes: Experiments

• previous experimental work by Parsons et al. (2001):

convective ‘fingering’ mode                                                   ‘leaking’ mode

space filling                                            localized, structures move along interface

→  goal: understand mechanisms driving these modes, and their influence on 

the effective particle settling velocity



Sedimentation from river plumes

Effect of settling velocity:

density profile

• settling process creates potential for Rayleigh-Taylor instability

nose height H



Moderately dilute flows: Two-way coupling  (cont’d)

Governing dimensionless eqns:

Dimensionless parameters:

settling velocity Schmidt number

stability ratio diffusivity ratio

Characteristic quantities:



Sedimentation from river plumes: Numerical simulations

sediment concentration                                                          salinity



Sedimentation from river plumes: Numerical simulations



Sedimentation from river plumes: Mean fields

<c>                                                     <s>

• thickening of the plume-dominated  region ~ time   →  convectively dominated

• vigorous convective motion

• ‘streaks’  due to the release of buoyant plumes



Sedimentation from river plumes: Mean fields

sediment concentration                                salinity

fit concentration profiles with erf →  determine interface location, thickness

time = 300,               400,               500



Sedimentation from river plumes: Mean fields

interface thickness                                interface location

• both interface thicknesses grow diffusively

• sediment interface thickness grows faster, in spite of smaller molecular diffusivity!

• sediment interface moves downward, but more slowly than Stokes settling velocity

• salinity interface moves upward

sediment 

salinity 

sediment 

salinity 



Sedimentation from river plumes: Mean fields

Ratio of nose height to salinity interface thickness:

• ratio of nose height to salinity interface thickness approaches quasisteady state,  

and remains «1

→  sediment interface remains embedded in the region of strong salinity gradient  

→  double diffusion remains important  



Sedimentation from river plumes: Effective settling velocity

Settling velocity enhancement:

• in the region  z < 0, the effective settling velocity is O(1), rather than Vst=0.04,

i.e., it scales with the buoyancy velocity of the system, not the Stokes velocity



Sedimentation from river plumes: Leaking mode (higher Sc)



Sedimentation from river plumes: Scaling

Scaling of nose height with in-/outflow ratio: 

→  quasisteady ratio of nose height to salinity interface thickness scales with

ratio of sediment inflow into nose region to sediment outflow from nose region



Sedimentation from river plumes: Parametric study

Physical interpretation:

• for small settling velocity, the rate of sediment inflow from above is low →

this low rate of sediment inflow can be balanced by conventional double-

diffusive outflow of sediment below → there is little accumulation of

sediment in the nose region → height of nose region remains small

• for large settling velocity, the rate of sediment inflow from above is high →

this high rate of sediment inflow cannot be balanced by traditional double-

diffusive sediment outflow below → sediment accumulates in the nose region

→ height of nose region increases until it is thick enough for Rayleigh-

Taylor instability to form, which leads to increased sediment outflow below

→ new balance between in- and outflow into the nose region is established



Sedimentation from river plumes: Linear profiles

• linear base state profiles:

heat, fast diffuser        sediment, slow diffuser

• overall stable density stratification, but sediment itself is unstably stratified



Moderately dilute flows: Two-way coupling  (cont’d)

• governing dimensionless eqns:

• dimensionless parameters:

Prandtl number,   diffusivity ratio,   settling velocity,   stability ratio



Sedimentation from river plumes: Linear stability analysis

• base state:

• decompose flow into base state and perturbations

• normal mode analysis

• obtain cubic equation for the complex growth rate λ:

• where

• need to solve for λ = λR + i λI as function of (Pr,  τ, Wst and Rρ )



Linear stability results

• τ=1, i.e. no double-diffusive effects:

• for Wst=0, the system is stable, but any Wst>0 renders it unstable!

• this new, settling-driven instability is unrelated to double diffusion

• it amplifies waves that are inclined w.r.t. to the vertical direction



Mechanism of settling-driven instability

• vorticity equation:

• when there is no settling and no double diffusion, temperature and sediment  

derivatives are co-located, and the stabilizing temperature vorticity is       

larger than the destabilizing sediment vorticity  →  system is stable

• the settling velocity causes a slight phase shift between the two vorticity fields,

so that the stabilizing temperature vorticity in some locations may be smaller

than the destabilizing sediment concentration  →  instability can develop

T-eigenfunction C-eigenfunction ω-eigenfunction



• Pr=7, τ=1, Rρ=1.5, Wst=1

• sediment concentration field in reference frame moving with settling velocity

• growth of inclined waves, as predicted by linear stability analysis

• long-term behavior: formation of horizontal layers

Settling-driven instability: DNS simulation



• Pr=7, τ=1, Rρ=1.5, Wst=1

• sediment concentration field in reference frame moving with settling velocity

• growth of inclined waves, as predicted by linear stability analysis

• long-term behavior: formation of horizontal layers

Settling-driven instability: DNS simulation



Linear stability results

• for τ ≠ 1, both settling-driven and double-diffusive instabilities are present:

• Wst=0: double-diffusive instability only, elevator mode (k=0) most unstable

• Wst=1: double-diffusive instability dominates over settling-driven instability,  

elevator mode (k=0) still most unstable

• Wst=2: settling-driven instability dominates, inclined waves most unstable



Linear stability results

• influence of stability ratio:

• a finite settling velocity immediately destabilizes all stability ratios



• Pr=7, τ=0.01, Rρ=150, Wst=5   (since Rρ > 1/τ, this would be stable for Wst=0)

• sediment concentration field in reference frame moving with settling velocity

• settling-driven instability destabilizes double-diffusively stable base state

• long-term behavior: Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities of inclined waves

Settling-driven instability: DNS simulation



• is this instability relevant in the real world?

• let’s analyze representative oceanic conditions

for                                       →                           

- this gives a typical unstable wavelength of ~ 60cm

• settling-driven instability may occur under typical oceanic conditions

Settling-driven instability: dimensional scales



• sedimentation can give rise to turbulent instabilities via double 

diffusion, Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and new settling-driven instability

• settling-driven instability amplifies inclined waves

• physical mechanism driving the instability is due to a phase shift in

the temperature and sediment concentration eigenfunctions

• settling-driven instability destabilizes all stability ratios

• when both double-diffusive and settling-driven instability modes are

present, double diffusion dominates for small settling velocities, and

settling-driven instability dominates for large settling velocities

• DNS simulations confirm linear stability results and exhibit interesting

nonlinear dynamics, e.g. secondary shear-driven instabilities and/or

horizontal layer formation

• open question regarding the influence of shear on settling-driven

instability: can Holmboe instabilities form?

Summary


